
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

Company Overview 
Tac Net APU stands as a distinguished and dependable security 

service provider, specializing in a comprehensive range of security 

solutions such as armed escorts, anti-poaching initiatives, armed 

response, farm security, armed static protection, alarm monitoring, and 

technical services. 

Motivated by the escalating incidences of Truck High Jackings, rhino 

poaching, and the concerning crime rates in South Africa, Abri 

Pienaar leverages his extensive 23 years of experience in the security 

industry, particularly in Anti-Poaching. As the deputy chairperson for 

Humewood SAPS CPF, Abri Pienaar founded  to offer clients a highly 

skilled and professional security option. 

 Goals 
• First and foremost, safeguard our clients, their assets, 

properties, and wildlife. 

• Attain recognition for unwavering professionalism in all client 

interactions. 

• Establish acclaim for employing superior techniques, training, 

and real-life experience in our security personnel. 

• Garner high regard among clients, prospective clients, referrals, and within the industry. 

• Minimize loss for our clients 

 Service Delivery Strategy 
• Recruitment of experienced, professional, qualified, and highly trained staff. 

• Utilization of state-of-the-art equipment and firearms. 

• Comprehensive planning, preparation, and execution of all tasks. 

• Implementation of unique strategies tailored to each situation. 

• Centralized monitoring and coordination through our in-house 24-hour control room.  

  



State-of-the-Art Secure Facility 
 

At Tac Net APU, we take pride in our Secure Facility, the cornerstone of our 

unwavering commitment to delivering unparalleled security services. This 

facility represents the operational heart of our company, meticulously 

designed to uphold the highest standards of excellence in security. 

Integrated Control Room and Administrative 

Offices 

At the core of our facility is the 

state-of-the-art Control Room, equipped with the latest in surveillance 

and monitoring technologies. This pivotal space enables real-time 

operational oversight, ensuring swift and efficient responses. 

Complementing the Control Room are our various administrative 

offices, including a fully-equipped boardroom, designated for strategic 

planning and operational meetings, thus fostering effective 

communication and decision-making. 

Specialized Warehouses with Enhanced Security 

Our facility features two purpose-built warehouses, each serving critical operational needs with unparalleled security 

measures: 

Operations and Armory:  

This warehouse is not only the operational backbone of our 

services but also a fortress of protection. Before one can 

access the secure storage facility within, they must 

navigate through five distinct layers of security. These 

layers are designed to deter, detect, and deny unauthorized 

access, ensuring the utmost safety of our operations, 

personnel, and high-risk client assets. The warehouse 

houses our Operational Offices and Armory, making it a 

hub for mission preparation and execution. It also offers 

secure storage solutions for clients' high-value items, all 

while being safeguarded by the most rigorous security 

protocols in the industry. 

Armed Protection Unit and Wellness Space:  

Dedicated to our Armed Protection Unit, this warehouse serves as both their operational base and a wellness center, 

featuring a fully-equipped gym to support our officers' physical fitness. It also hosts the office of the Armed Escort 

Manager, centralizing command and coordination for our protection services. 

Uncompromised Security Measures 

To ensure the highest integrity of our Secure Facility, the entire area is monitored round-the-clock by CCTV cameras 

and alarm systems. The premises are further secured with an electric fence and sophisticated biometric access control 

systems, ensuring that only authorized personnel can enter. A stationed guard post adds an additional layer of security, 

embodying our zero-tolerance approach to safety and securing a safe environment for our operations, staff, and the 

assets of our clients. 

 



Our Services 
At Tac Net APU, we pride ourselves on offering a broad spectrum of top-tier security services tailored to meet the 

diverse needs of our clients. Our commitment to safety and security is unwavering, as we deploy a multifaceted 

approach to protect lives, assets, and properties. Our team of highly trained and experienced security officers is at the 

core of our operations, ensuring peace of mind for our clients across various sectors. Below, we will provide an 

introductory overview of our specialized security services. Following this introduction, we will delve into an in-depth 

explanation of each service to give you a clearer understanding of how we can serve your security needs. 

• Armed Escorting: Providing secure transit for individuals and valuable assets across different locations. 

• Guarding: Offering vigilant protection for premises to deter unauthorized access and activities. 

• Armed Guarding: Enhancing security measures with armed personnel for heightened threats or high-value 

properties. 

• Alarm Monitoring & Response: Delivering rapid response solutions to 

alarm triggers, ensuring swift action is taken to secure the site. 

• Technical Services: Utilizing advanced technology to support security 

measures, from surveillance systems to access control. 

• Anti-Poaching: Specialized services aimed at protecting wildlife and 

natural resources from illegal hunting and poaching activities. 

• Tracking & Recovery: Employing cutting-edge tracking technologies 

to locate and recover stolen assets or vehicles. 

• Close Protection: Providing personal security for VIPs, executives, and 

individuals requiring dedicated protection. 

• High Value Parcel Logistics: Ensuring the safe and secure transport of 

high-value goods with specialized handling and delivery protocols. 

Our officers are the backbone of our operations, and their professionalism, skill, 

and dedication are what set Tac Net APU apart in the security industry. 

Rigorously trained and equipped to handle a variety of security challenges, our 

team is ready to serve and protect. Stay tuned for 

a closer look at each of these services, where 

we will share insights into our operational 

excellence and strategic approach to security.  



 

Armed Escorting 
Tac Net APU excels in providing top-tier armed escort services, particularly 

specializing in securing the precious metals industry. Our extensively trained Armed 

Escort Teams boast proficiency in threat assessment, route planning, and crisis 

management. Equipped with a diverse arsenal, including handguns, high-caliber rifles, 

or shotguns, our teams deploy a meticulously maintained fleet of unmarked, marked, 

and armored vehicles tailored to the unique operational requirements of each 

assignment. 

 

We cater to both local and national escort needs, ensuring 

the safe and secure transportation of valuable cargo to any 

desired locations. Tac Net APU has ample resources to 

facilitate multiple teams simultaneously, providing the 

flexibility to move multiple trucks at the same time. 

 

In addition to our core armed escorting services, Tac Net 

APU goes beyond conventional security measures. We 

offer specialized Container 

Clamping & GPS Tracking services to fortify the 

protection of valuable cargo. Our vehicles are equipped 

with cutting-edge camera systems featuring GSM 

connection to our control room for live viewing. These 

cameras boast AI capabilities for situation monitoring, 

enhancing our ability to proactively address potential 

threats and challenges. 

 

The entire convoy is tracked and monitored by a dedicated 

Armed Escort Controller, ensuring real-time oversight and 

coordination. With an unwavering commitment to precision 

and efficiency, Tac Net APU ensures the safe and secure transportation of valuable cargo by implementing advanced 

security protocols. Our comprehensive armed escort service is designed to meet the diverse needs of our clients, 

guaranteeing a seamless and safeguarded transportation experience. 

 



Guarding Services 
Tac Net APU is dedicated to providing top-tier Guarding services. Our security 

personnel undergo rigorous training in conflict resolution, customer service, and 

surveillance techniques. Whether securing commercial spaces, residential areas, or 

events, our guards prioritize safety and vigilance. Tac Net APU is committed to 

delivering unmatched security solutions to meet your specific needs. 

 

In addition to our core guarding services, we employ advanced communication and 

monitoring systems to ensure the highest level of security. Our guards are in direct 

radio communication with our control room, where a security supervisor is 

continuously monitoring the radio for prompt response. Each site is equipped with a 

dedicated WhatsApp group, facilitating real-time communication for site reports 

and instructions, enabling clients to interact directly with active guards on site. 

 

Before assuming responsibility for any guarding site, Tac Net APU conducts a 

comprehensive risk evaluation led by our security specialists. This process allows 

us to understand the full extent of the client's safety requirements. Furthermore, we 

offer clients the option of enhancing their security infrastructure with a range of 

camera and alarm system improvements tailored to their specific needs. 

 

As part of our commitment to proactive security, Tac Net APU provides stand-

alone wireless panic kits connected to our control room. In the event of a panic, 

multiple intervention units are dispatched immediately to assist and address the 

situation swiftly. 

 

Our strong partnerships with 3rd party suppliers, such as ATG (At the Gate), 

enhance our security capabilities. Our guards can efficiently scan and log all 

vehicle and visitor entries into the property using a mobile license disk and ID 

scanner. This data is accessible in real time by both the client and our control 

room, ensuring comprehensive and up-to-date information for enhanced security 

measures. 

 

Furthermore, throughout normal days, Tac Net APU implements additional 

monitoring measures by conducting random visits to the site by supervisors, armed 

intervention units, and management. This proactive approach ensures constant 

vigilance and reinforces our commitment to the safety and security of our clients' 

premises.   



Armed Guarding Services 
Tac Net APU's Armed Guarding division specializes in securing high-risk sites, deploying 

a minimum of two experienced officers per team. Our armed guards are strategically 

placed to provide enhanced security measures tailored to the unique challenges of each 

assignment. 

These skilled teams have the flexibility to conduct roaming patrols with a designated 

vehicle or opt for static guarding without a vehicle, adapting to the specific 

requirements of the site. Their experience in the armed guarding industry equips them 

with the knowledge and vigilance needed to effectively assess and respond to potential 

threats. 

In addition to standard equipment, our armed guards are issued bulletproof vests, a 

mandatory piece of gear that must be worn at all times. This crucial safety measure 

underscores our commitment to the well-being of our personnel and enhances their 

capability to respond to security challenges with confidence. 

As part of our comprehensive armed guarding 

services, Tac Net APU implements rigorous 

security protocols to ensure the highest level of 

protection. Any suspicious activity reported is 

promptly investigated by our intervention units. 

Leveraging our extensive network, which 

includes collaboration with various other security 

companies, and multiple members of SAPS 

Flying Squad, K9, and TRT units, we ensure a 

swift and coordinated response to potential threats. 

This collaborative approach 

reinforces our commitment 

to proactive security 

measures, providing an 

added layer of protection 

for our clients and their 

assets. 

  



Alarm Monitoring & Response 
In the realm of residential and commercial alarm monitoring, Tac Net APU's commitment to unparalleled security 

extends to the smallholding areas of Chelsea and Theescombe on the outskirts of Port Elizabeth. With a proven track 

record of numerous successes in this region, our specialized response department has become an integral part of the 

community's safety infrastructure. 

At the heart of our success lies a meticulously crafted set of protocols that ensures an unparalleled level of security. 

Our armed response department takes pride in boasting one of the fastest average response times, a testament to our 

dedication to protecting the Chelsea and Theescombe communities. 

Upon receiving an alarm activation, our newly developed state-of-the-art control room swiftly dispatches armed 

response teams. Notably, our protocols prioritize immediate action, with 

the control room initiating the dispatch before contacting the client. This 

proactive approach significantly reduces response times, allowing our 

highly trained response officers to be on-site swiftly. 

To further enhance our response capabilities, Tac Net APU employs 

cutting-edge technology. Our Tac Net APU Maps app plays a pivotal 

role in expediting our response process. This application securely stores 

the precise pin location of all our clients in Chelsea and Theescombe, 

ensuring our response officers can navigate swiftly and effectively to the 

scene. 

Clients in these areas benefit not only from rapid response times but also 

from direct and efficient communication channels. Tac Net APU has 

established tailored emergency WhatsApp groups for specific suburbs, 

fostering direct communication between our clients and our 

comprehensive security network. This personalized approach not only 

enhances overall responsiveness but also empowers clients with real-

time updates and a sense of control over their security. 

Moreover, our entire security ecosystem, including the control room, 

response team, supervisors, and the management team, is equipped with 

Tac Net APU Android devices. This ensures that they can collectively and 

proactively monitor the WhatsApp groups directly. This seamless integration allows our highly trained professionals 

at every level to stay 

connected, receive instant 

alerts, and respond 

promptly to any client 

inquiries or updates 

within the dedicated 

communication channels. 

  



In addition to our robust response teams, Tac Net APU ensures direct backup from intervention units. We maintain 

direct communication channels with the SAPS Flying Squad and K9 units, facilitating seamless collaboration in 

emergencies and reinforcing the efficiency of our security response. 

All our response vehicles are equipped 

with GPS tracking units, enabling live 

monitoring by the control room. This real-

time tracking ensures that our vehicles 

can navigate efficiently to the scene. 

Furthermore, we extend our vigilance by tracking the hand radios of our 

response officers, allowing us to monitor their movements at all times. 

This comprehensive approach ensures not only the security of our clients 

but also the safety and accountability of our response teams.. 

Looking ahead, Tac Net APU is committed to extending its exceptional 

armed reaction service to neighboring suburbs. As part of our ongoing 

dedication to community safety, we are actively planning to expand our 

services, bringing the same level of security and responsiveness to a broader 

residential and commercial landscape. 

In summary, Tac Net APU's comprehensive security solutions, coupled with specialized protocols, advanced 

technology, direct communication through WhatsApp groups, and collaborative partnerships, make us the trusted 

choice for residents and businesses in Chelsea and Theescombe. Stay tuned as we work towards extending our 

exceptional armed reaction service to enhance the security of neighboring suburbs 

 

 



Technical Services 
Tac Net APU is distinguished for its comprehensive range of technical 

services, emphasizing excellence from the initial design phase through 

installation and ongoing maintenance. Our dedicated departments of 

skilled technicians collaborate closely with clients, delivering cutting-edge 

solutions tailored to meet their specific security needs. Our service 

portfolio encompasses Electric Fencing, standard and AI integrated CCTV 

systems, Alarm Systems, and Access Control Systems. 

In addition to our diverse service offerings, Tac Net APU takes pride in 

integrating advanced monitoring software designed to enhance the 

efficiency and effectiveness of our technical services. Within this system, 

our technical coordination 

department plays a crucial role, 

utilizing a specialized section of 

the monitoring software that 

allows them to access all 

pertinent information about 

clients' alarm systems instantly. 

This innovative monitoring software features custom scheduling 

capabilities, enabling our technical coordinators not only to ensure the 

timely dispatch of our technicians but also to facilitate seamless 

communication between clients and the control room. 

The software provides a real-time overview of the tasks required on-site, the 

GPS location of the site, and detailed client information. Housed in our 

state-of-the-art control room, our technical coordination department acts as 

the central point of contact for any after-hour assistance, ensuring swift 

resolution of urgent matters. This coordination extends to our fleet of 

technical vehicles, each equipped with live GPS tracking for enhanced 

control over the movements of our multiple technical teams. 

Tac Net APU distinguishes itself by adopting a unique team-

oriented approach. Instead of a singular team structure, we deploy 

multiple teams, each composed of two senior technicians. This 

strategic decision leverages their collective wealth of experience, 

empowering our technical teams to address any technical 

challenges with comprehensive expertise and collaborative 

problem-solving capabilities. 

In summary, Tac Net APU not only delivers top-notch technical 

services but also prioritizes technological innovation, efficient 

coordination, and a team-based approach to ensure unparalleled 

security solutions for our esteemed clients.  



Anti-Poaching 
Guided by an unwavering commitment to wildlife preservation, Tac Net APU 

has been a stalwart force in the anti-poaching effort since its inception. Our 

core competency lies in delivering comprehensive anti-poaching services, 

employing cutting-edge strategies and highly trained personnel to actively 

counter poaching activities. While our roots are embedded in the Port Elizabeth 

area, our dedication extends to any location seeking our assistance. 

Beyond our central anti-poaching mission, Tac 

Net APU extends its protective mantle to 

encompass the safeguarding of various wildlife 

estates. Our armed reaction officers are not only 

devoted to ensuring the safety of residents but 

also prioritize the well-being of the wildlife 

inhabiting these estates. 

Our steadfast commitment to ethical wildlife 

protection is underscored by rigorous adherence 

to guidelines. Tac Net APU plays a pivotal role in 

supporting game farms, deploying vigilant surveillance and strategic interventions to 

protect endangered species, contributing significantly to regional conservation efforts. 

Tac Net APU's 

dedication to preserving 

green zones within the 

Nelson Mandela Bay Metro has resulted in numerous 

successes. The community's observations of wildlife 

returning underscore the positive impact of our efforts 

in these areas. 

Operating with a holistic approach, our anti-poaching 

teams maintain direct communication channels to 

intervention units. The live tracking of our teams via 

radio in our control room ensures swift and precise 

responses to potential threats, thereby enhancing our 

overall effectiveness. 

Our reporting system remains a cornerstone of our anti-poaching initiatives, 

allowing teams to instantly share findings on a dedicated WhatsApp group. 

Monitored by the control room, intervention units, supervisors, and 

management, this efficient communication ensures that stakeholders are 

promptly informed and facilitates coordinated responses. 

 

Tac Net APU continues to stand as a stalwart defender of wildlife and 

endangered species, responding to requests for assistance beyond the Port 

Elizabeth area. Our commitment to anti-poaching has evolved into a 

multifaceted service, encompassing wildlife estate safeguarding and community 

engagement, establishing us as a reliable and comprehensive partner in ongoing 

conservation efforts both regionally and beyond.  



Tracking & Recovery 
At Tac Net APU, our Tracking & Recovery service, in collaboration with BayTrac, delivers comprehensive GPS 

tracking solutions for both corporate fleets and personal vehicles. Leveraging cutting-edge technology, we ensure the 

safety and security of your assets, 

offering real-time monitoring and 

rapid response capabilities. 

Our team ensures the seamless 

installation of GPS Tracker units in 

your corporate or personal vehicles, 

each equipped with an advanced 

emergency panic button that not only 

triggers immediate assistance in crisis 

situations but also features two-way 

calling for enhanced communication. 

Upon activation of the panic button, 

our dedicated control room springs 

into immediate action. Trained 

personnel will dispatch relevant 

response teams promptly to the location, 

ensuring a swift and effective response. 

Vigilantly monitoring the movements of your corporate fleet in Port Elizabeth, we implement and enforce restrictions 

such as over speeding alerts and notifications for entering or leaving 

predefined geo-zoned sections. 

Tailored for high-profile or critical employees, our mobile VIP panic 

tracker ensures personal safety. The multifunctional panic button, when 

pressed, initiates a call to our control room, allowing real-time 

communication. Armed reaction units are immediately dispatched to 

the device's location for heightened security. 

 

For temporary monitoring of cargo or vehicles, we deploy discreet and mobile 

magnetic tracking units with a battery life of approximately 5 days. This offers 

enhanced safety and investigative capabilities as needed. 

As a complementary feature, Tac Net APU provides clients with advanced Fleet 

Management capabilities through our client-side platform. This empowers clients 

to independently manage their corporate fleet, including real-time monitoring of 

vehicle health, fuel consumption tracking, and maintenance scheduling. 

Our control room operates 24/7, with a dedicated controller overseeing all tracking and emergency 

response operations. Equipped with the necessary resources, they can handle any situation that may arise. 

Through longstanding partnerships, we maintain direct communication channels with SAPS Flying Squad and K9 

units, ensuring additional assistance can be swiftly mobilized when required. This collaboration enhances the overall 

effectiveness of our tracking and recovery services. 

At Tac Net APU, we prioritize security, providing our clients with peace of mind, knowing that their assets, fleets, 

and personnel are protected by a robust and responsive tracking and recovery system, complemented by advanced 

Fleet Management capabilities on the client side. 

  



Close Protection 
Tac Net APU extends its commitment to security with our Close Protection Officers (CPO) service, providing a 

discreet and highly skilled personal security detail for individuals requiring an elevated level of protection. Our CPOs 

are meticulously selected, trained, and equipped to ensure the safety and well-being of our clients in various 

environments. 

Our CPO service is tailored to meet the unique security needs and lifestyle 

of each client. Whether for high-profile executives, public figures, or 

individuals facing specific threats, our CPOs adapt to the situation with 

precision. 

Tac Net APU's CPOs undergo rigorous training in risk assessment, 

defensive driving, crisis management, and conflict resolution. Their 

expertise ensures a proactive and adaptive approach to security 

challenges. 

Our CPOs maintain a low-profile yet vigilant presence, blending 

seamlessly into their surroundings while remaining ready to respond 

swiftly to any potential threats. This ensures the client's comfort and 

peace of mind. 

Whether at home, in transit, or at public events, our CPOs provide 

comprehensive security coverage. From secure transportation 

arrangements to meticulous route planning, we prioritize the safety of our 

clients during all aspects of their daily lives. 

Prior to any assignment, our CPOs conduct thorough advance planning 

and threat assessments. This proactive approach allows for the 

identification of potential risks and the implementation of strategic 

security measures. 

Our dedicated Control Room operates 

around the clock, providing 

continuous support to our CPOs in the 

field. This centralized hub ensures real-time coordination, communication, and 

response capabilities. 

the event of a security breach or emergency, our CPOs are trained to implement 

swift and effective emergency response protocols, prioritizing the safety and 

protection of the client. 

Tac Net APU's CPO service reflects our unwavering commitment to providing 

elite security solutions. Whether safeguarding individuals during public 

appearances, travel, or everyday activities, our Close Protection Officers exemplify 

the highest standards of professionalism, ensuring a secure environment for our 

valued clients. 

 

 

  



High-Value Parcel Logistics 
 

Tac Net APU proudly presents High-Value Parcel Logistics, an exclusive service crafted in collaboration with the 

esteemed Ferrari Group. This specialized offering focuses on the secure collection and delivery of high-value parcels 

arriving on international or national flights. Our dedication to the safety and reliability of each high-value item is 

encapsulated in the name "High-Value Parcel Logistics." 

High-Value Parcel Logistics seamlessly connects with international and national flights, providing clients with a 

comprehensive logistics solution regardless of the parcel's origin. Our expansive reach ensures a secure and efficient 

delivery network. 

Through our strategic collaboration with the Ferrari Group, High-Value Parcel Logistics integrates into a global 

logistics network, aligning with international standards to ensure secure movements of high-value parcels from diverse 

origins. 

The core focus of High-Value Parcel Logistics is the secure collection and delivery of high-value parcels. Our 

stringent security measures, both in transit and within our facilities, prioritize the safety and integrity of each valuable 

item entrusted to our care. 

High-Value Parcel Logistics specializes in personalized and secure door-to-door logistics. Whether high-value parcels 

arrive on international or national flights, our dedicated team ensures a smooth and secure journey from the point of 

collection to the final destination. 

Utilizing cutting-edge tracking technology, High-Value Parcel Logistics provides clients with real-time visibility into 

the status and location of their high-value parcels. This transparency enhances confidence and allows for informed 

decision-making throughout the logistics process. 

Our handling facilities are equipped with state-of-the-art security measures, encompassing surveillance, access 

controls, and personnel training. These measures underscore our commitment to maintaining the security of high-

value parcels in transit. 

High-Value Parcel Logistics is supported by a dedicated customer support team committed to providing assistance, 

updates, and a positive client experience. Our team is ready to address inquiries and ensure a smooth logistics process 

for our valued clients. 

Tac Net APU's High-Value Parcel Logistics encapsulates the essence of our commitment to the secure and efficient 

collection and delivery of high-value parcels arriving on international or national flights. Clients can trust High-Value 

Parcel Logistics to provide a tailored and transparent logistics solution for their most valuable items. 

  



Media 

Suspects arrested on farm outside east london 

https://www.algoafm.co.za/local/suspects-arrested-on-farm-outside-east-

london 

 

 

Beweerde plaasanvallers in hul spore gestuit 

https://maroelamedia.co.za/nuus/sa-nuus/beweerde-plaasaanvallers-in-hul-

spore-gestuit/ 

 

 

 

When your job puts a target on your back 

https://bit.ly/47IHKlv 

 

 

 

Community rangers conquer Baakens poachers 

https://bit.ly/46LY7ME 

 

 

  

Nelson Mandela Bay robbery gang linked to Western Cape syndicate? 

https://bit.ly/3T9GK5m  

 

 

Watch: Cases of notorious Bay robbery gang targeting residents now 60 

and counting 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9O9VeL4Dxxw 
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Cases of notorious Bay robbery gang targeting residents now 60 and counting 

https://bit.ly/41blyhx  

 

 

Search continues for gang who robbed German tourists 

https://bit.ly/3Tu3n4T  

 

 

 

Warning shot fired as tempers flare on Kragga Kamma Road over illegal 

connections 

https://bit.ly/419EOMc  

 

 

Gqeberha homeowner opens fire on suspected house robbers 

https://bit.ly/4aau0BM  

 

 

 

Inside the smallholding attacks 

https://bit.ly/3GA7LqY 

 

 

 

Man shot during Lakeside Road robbery 

https://bit.ly/4a3HVt 
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Contact Us 

 

Position Name Contact No Email 

Director Abri Pienaar 083 645 4225 tacnetapu@outlook.com 

General Manager (GM) Gerhard de Beer 068 159 5884 gm@tacnetapu.com 

Operations Manager Naude van der Merwe 067 045 6519 operations@tacnetapu.com 

Administration Samantha de Beer 081 300 8971 accounts@tacnetapu.com 

Control Room 041 581 8306  

  063 570 7389  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.tacnetapu.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/tacnetapu/ 
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